
As any hobbyist will tell you one of the most important 
things you’ll need when sitting for long periods is a  
correct sitting posture, good support and probably most 
importantly comfort. We have all seen budget priced 
chairs which are photographed so beautifully but once 
you start to look a little deeper the photogenic façade 
starts to slip. Lack of adequate padding for instance or 
poor quality padding which starts to disintegrate within a 
very short period, poor quality components or       
manufacture are just a few examples. 
The Horn HOBBY CHAIR however, offers something 
for everyone, because after all we are all individuals with 
different needs. It features a 3 lever mechanism, this 
allows for huge precise adjustment, you can change not 
only the back height and rake position but also the tilt of 
the main seat, just like a luxury car seat. The Horn 
HOBBY CHAIR  offers a sculptured, deep, luxuriously 
padded seat with a contoured support to fit into your 
body. It can be quickly raised or lowered to your desired 
position by means of a gas elevator and to finish off the 
perfect chair it’s available in four home friendly fabrics. 
The perfect chair to finish off your perfect sewing room. 

Gas lift adjustment 3 lever movement 

Commercial 
build quality! 

The STELLA (Opened with the Brother PR620) 

The STELLA (Model 3006):  
With this model we’re breaking new ground. From first viewing the initial feeling you take away is the 

sturdiness and strength of the build. It has a strong commercial feel to it, the most obvious features being 
the 1” thick table top with knock resistant ABS edging and great storage ability. The thick top work surface 

limits vibration and will withstand hours of heavy workloads dished out from the Brother PR620 or indeed any 
make of this type of machine but also it wouldn’t look out of place in a hobbyist home who may have the newer 

type of huge domestic embroidery and quilting machines on our market today; i.e. The Brother Innovis 1, Husqvarna 
Sapphire, Janome 11000 or the much anticipated Bernina 800 series. Main style features include; 
 6 castors in all, 4 being extra large, heavy duty, lockable wheels fitted to the main body. 
 Tough, knock resistant ABS edging surrounds the top for increased durability. 
 A convenient slide out hooping platform that when not in use hides away above the top drawer. 
 4 large deep drawers. The bottom drawer is extra deep; perfect for storing bulky machine accessories eg. cap 

frames etc…       
 4 large pigeon holes- ideal for storing embroidery frames. 
 Lift up work areas either side of the main body that are held in place by sturdy gate leg supports. 
 1” thick table top- reduces vibration and limits operational noise. 

Due to its finished size and weight this is supplied as an easy ready to assemble item 
which makes for trouble free delivery or collection and will make upstairs or other 
more awkward locations possible.  
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 - the Horn Hobby Chair 

“The best seat in 
the house” 

The STELLA (Closed) 

MODEL 3006     
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94cm 

68cm 51cm 
51cm 88cm  

 
Including hinged 
side extensions in 
the down position.  
(78.5cm without) 

134.5cm 

181cm 

66cm 
38cm 

Drawers extend out to; 
38.5cm 

14.5cm 

CLOSED - WIDE 88cm (34 ½’’) 
DEEP 68cm (26 ¾’’)  
HIGH 94cm  (37”) 

A cleverly hidden  
hooping platform 

Dusk Sea Blue Pewter 

Fabric Chart 
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The Fabric colour pictured is Sandstone 
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Or a traditional medium oak with  
a matching brown frame 

Choose between a contempory white 
finish with a matching white frame 

The Hide-away folds down quickly & easily allowing it to be portable 
and to store in any convenient household location or taken with you 
to a friend’s house, club or class perhaps? 

The Hide-away quickly unfolds into 
a sturdy open legged sewing area 
with both a free-arm sewing  
position and more importantly a 
uniquely designed flat-bed sewing 
position-Ideal convenience for  
today’s sewers’ mobile needs. 

 
 Ingenious and unique lift up flatbed work surface. This allows you to comfortably 

work on the Hide-away as just a table or its quickly convertible to a flatbed work 
area for more specialized sewing at the correct height, 

 An insert cut specifically to fit around your machine to make it a large flat work 
area– Included! 

 Available in 2 hard wearing, home friendly finishes, 
 Solid, sturdy & quality construction, 
 Light, portable design which allows it to be taken with you and your machine,  
 Arrives fully assembled in a beautifully made box, all you need to do is unpack it! 

 

New! 

- Get mobile with the Hide-away (Model 33) 

Dimensions:- Wide: 106cm (41¾") Deep: 49.5cm (19½") 
High: 69.5cm (27¼") open 79cm (31") 

I only weigh 16.5Kg’s! 




